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CABLE TRANSPORT

With our own flat-top barge fleet, bespoke carousels, and all the
associated lift equipment and storage you may need – it’s Osprey’s
25 years of marine heritage that deliver extra value.

Everything we learn from one cabling project, we always invest
in the next.
CABLING EXPERTISE
Whether it’s simply providing storage, or handling
the multi-disciplined project plans that involve
SPMT’s to enable safe spooling and even reduce
the need for an expensive carousel system – our
experts are on hand, on the ground, and our
complete range of specialist logistics’ equipment
is at your disposal.

We’ve transported cabling to many key offshore
providers whose names you may recognise, and
used restricted inland waterways to facilitate
specialist, bespoke projects, too.

BESPOKE CABLING BASKETS
Cabling baskets are a specialist item. Osprey’s
cabling baskets are constructed to our own
design, and we have a spilt cell cable basket that
can hold two different types of cable (enabling
each one to be used at any time.

TRANSPORT, STORAGE AND TESTING
Our offshore team has the experience and the
equipment to provide the right kind of secure
storage for all types of cabling, and to ensure it’s
accessible so your operating schedules can still
be maintained.

This means storing cables in a known
environment to ensure their integrity – working
with known specialist contractors who can
undertake integrity testing for us, on your behalf
– and having the transport and facilities to ship
cabling at short notice.

PROJECT FLEXIBILITY
We can work in exceptionally short timescales.
Our cabling experts know how to set up and
commission our 7,000Te onshore capacity basket
carousel, loading tower and tensioners so they
are all operational in a matter of hours, not days.
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WE ARE OSPREY
WE AREMORE THAN A SPECIALIST
LOGISTICS PROVIDER
As a great, British business, we’ve been providing
the multi-mode services and specialist logistics to
move some of the world’s most challenging
critical infrastructure for 25 years.

Every project is a success, thanks to our
incredible people, their focus on QHSE, and
commitment to delivering the best possible
solution – every time.

Many of our team have been with us for 25 years,
as have a number of our clients. Whatever kind of
cabling or associated infrastructure you’re
moving, however heavy or unusual the load, it
takes the right people to plan specialist logistics –
making good use of our previous experience,
making sure our equipment is used to best effect.

We always work better, together.


